Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet, network users pay more and more attention to the contents network delivers instead of the location they are stored, and the network applications also are shifting to content services gradually. Unfortunately, the traditional IP network architecture is based on host-to-host mode, so it cannot satisfy current Internet development requirements. To solve this problem, some innovative schemes have been proposed in the first half of 2000s, such as CDN, P2P [1] . But these schemes only relieve the shortcomings of traditional network architectures. Since 2007, European and American researchers have started several research projects on next generation Internet architecture, including DONA [2] (Data-Oriented Network Architecture) proposed by UC Berkeley RAD lab, 4WARD [3] by European Union FP7, PSIRP [4] (The PublishSubscribe Internet Routing Paradigm) and CCN [5] [6] (Content-Centric Networking) by Palo Alto Research Center, and NDN (Named Data Networking) by NSF Future Internet Architecture(FIA). Without exceptions, these projects all adopt content-centric idea to design network architecture. So currently, CCN has become a representative orientation and hotspot of next generation Internet research.
CCN achieves the goal of separating of content from its location by specifying unique name to each piece of content. Through certain caching policy and naming routing mechanism, the requested content can be obtained from nearby network nodes, without the need of forwarding the request up to the source server. Caching policy is the key component of CCN, and a well-designed caching policy can effectively reduce the request response time and alleviate network congestion. Accordingly, caching policy has been a focus of CCN research.
Two kinds of caching policies are studied in CCN, cache replacement policy and cache decision policy. The former one concerns the replacement of selected cached content with newly-arrived content and the latter concerns the decision over whether to cache newlyarrived content. As far as decision policy is concerned, the default LCE policy caches new contents everywhere. It is simple but with the cost of increasing content redundancy in the
CCN Description
Regarding each requested object as content is the basic thought of CCN. As a consequence, each content in CCN has been assigned an unique name identification. The naming mechanism of CCN is similar to the URL naming scheme. It adopts hierarchical scheme, for instance "/search.com/music/example.mp3" can be a name of the content in CCN. Then "/search.com" and "/search.com/music" are used as prefix when searching and forwarding.
Two types of CCN packet are used: interest packet and data packet. Interest packet with identification is sent by the requester and CCN nodes in the network will forward this packet based on the identification until it reaches a node which can provide the requested content. Then the content is sent back using the data packet to the requester along the reverse path forwarding to complete the communication process. The requested content will be cached as much as possible in CCN nodes along the reverse path, so it can be quickly provided for the subsequent request of the same content from other users. This is totally different from the traditional IP router, which clears its cache after forwarding completed.
The key structure of a CCN node is composed of Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table ( PIT) and Forwarding Information Base (FIB). FIB is used to forward interest packet toward potential source server. PIT records the received interest packets with their arriving faces, which are being pended for response. CS is same as the buffer memory of IP router but has different replacement policy. Since each IP packet belongs to an independent point-to-point conversation, it has no further utility after being forwarded. Thus IP router clears its buffer immediately after forwarding finishes (this action can be regarded as MRU replacement policy). CCN packets are potentially useful to many other users (e.g., other users may read the same newspaper too). To maximize the probability of 
PCP Description and Analysis
Based on the description of CCN caching policy design in section one, we can find that a good caching policy should guarantee the performance of both popularity and nonpopularity contents. For popularity contents, the policy should try to increase their cache residence time so that user has more chances to fetch these contents at network edge. For non-popular contents, the policy should ensure a suitable caching proportion in network and then avoid fetching these contents from source server. According to the above consideration, we try to design a partition caching policy to meet the requirements of CCN, and then explore the operation results of separating the popular contents from ones. In this section, we first present the definitions of popular and non-popular contents, and then describe our policy-PCP and its theoretical performance analysis. In our setting, we make the following assumptions: (1) the network is L-level tandem architecture with one source server, as shown in Figure 1 ; (2) Cr is used for popular contents and the rest part of cache 1-i Cr （ ） for non-popular contents. A fetched content will be cached in the corresponding area according to its popularity. When the storage is full, the LRU will be used to make space for the new content.
Where i r is the partition ratio for the node in i th level; 1 K is the maximum class of popularity classes; i j q is the request probability of class j in level i .Using this adaptive and adjustable parameter, the popular contents will to cached in the nodes at network edge. At the same time, the non-popular contents also get more chances to be cached in network. Obviously our policy is a compromise for these two different kinds of contents, maybe the performance of the highest popularity class will decrease a little, but the entire performance of network will be guaranteed. In the rest part of this section, we will do some theoretical analysis to measure the network performance.
In this part, an important parameter is adopted to evaluate the policy performance, namely, average hit probability of network. We use  means the average hit probability of source server),  to denote the average hit probability of network.
(1) First Level
We first analyze the average hit probability for the first level. Because the replacement policy of each partition is still LRU, we import characteristic time to indicate cache feature [8] .
Characteristic time: it denotes the average residence time for a chunk in the cache. According to LRU, a chunk will be moved to the head of cache queue when it is hit and it will be moved backward if there are other chunks' hit events until it is evicted from the cache. So characteristic time represents the average moving time from cache queue's head to the tail for a content, just as shown in Figure 2 . We use 
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According to its definition, we can obtain the following equation to solve 1 k  (we invite reader to [4] for the derivation of equation (4)). , the successive requested chunk will be hit in this level. Then the average hit probability of class k in level 1 can be expressed as follows.
(2) Network of Caches
Similar to the analysis of first level, we can further obtain average hit probability of class k in level i using equation (4) and (5). In view of requests which has been satisfied in level 1 i  , we can use expression (6) to show the calculation of the request arrival rate for class k in level i .
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The average hit probability of network is
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Numerical Analysis Results
In order to assess the performance of PCP, we design a test scenario and calculate the above equations for evaluation. We use Matlab as numerical analysis tool and adopt the average hit probability of network as evaluating indicator.
Refer to the simulation parameters from literature [13] , we set the network is a triplelevel tandem architecture, the source server provides a total of M= 40,000 content files, these files were divided into K = 200 classes, each class had m = 200 content files, and average size of each file equals10MB. We further set the average chunk size 10kB   , so each file can be divided into 1000 chunks. Because the requests for contents are generated by Poisson process, we assume the request rate at the first level is . Considering that the design of PCP is based on the contents popularity, the Zipf parameter  obviously is a key factor affecting network performance. Another important factor should be tested is always cache size of node(C) in that cache is the core feature of CCN. Under the above considerations, we select several typical values of these two factors to assess PCP's performance. The detail parameter choices are as follows. First we calculate the popular-and-non-popular-class range according to equations (1)(2), as shown in Table 1 . The classification results show that (1) With the increasing of  , the content requests become increasingly concentrated in first several classes; (2)Because the partition ratio of PCP is based on the proportion of request for popular content, the partition ratio increases as  increases and the data in Table 1 prove this viewpoint. Note that the partition ratios of different level are not same. The reason is that the amount of requests for every class is the unsatisfied requests from downstream nodes. Figure 3 shows the network performance comparison of PCP and LCE/LRU policy when cache size and  change. We can clearly find that the PCP is superior to routine LCE/LRE policy in all cases we selected. Why can partition design promote the total hit probability? The reason is easy to understand. When we separately deal with popular/nonpopular contents, the arrival rate for popularity partition will decrease. Although the size of popular partition is also smaller (only a part of original cache), the characteristic time for popular classes increases a little, and then hit probability raises accordingly. It has been theorized that excluding the requests for non-popular contents leads to shorter cache update interval. This is the key advantage of partition policy design. Similarly, for the partition of non-popular classes, after routers excluding the requests from popular classes, the cache update time also becomes shorter (the extent to which characteristic time increases is less than that of popular classes), so the hit probability of non-popular contents will also increase a little. Although we change the Zipf parameter and cache size in our test, we get the same conclusion.
There is another thing worthy of some explanation. In ordinary CCN research papers, researchers always use average hit probability of first several classes to illustrate the performance of popularity classes, for example k varies from 1 to 10. Because we care 
Conclusions
In order to enhance CCN cache utilization and improve its performance, this paper proposes a partition policy based on content popularity, provides its theoretical analysis, and then do corresponding numerical evaluation using Matlab.
The basic design of this policy is to categorize all contents into popular and nonpopular classes, further divide cache into two partitions for popular and non-popular classes, then implement caching action respectively. Numerical results show that the performance of CCN can be improved using this partition policy. Although the performance promotion of our policy is not remarkable, it indeed improves network performance compared with traditional policy. So the idea of partition or dealing with popular/non-popular classes separately is still worthy of reference in future CCN caching policy research.
In our opinion, how to design the optimized partition ratio for different network level or for the overall network cache should be a valuable research problem in future research.
